
Marine Coordination

Gain the critical data insights necessary to maximize 
vessel capacity and deployment, reduce fuel and resource 

Coordinate complex vessel, dispatch management, site overview, 
and personnel tracking in one unified interface.

www.shoreline.no

Plan and schedule optimally 
under any condition

Increase production and 
availability and reduce errors

Streamline reporting and 
compliance measures

Track and optimize vessel and 
personnel performance

Achieve safer and more 
responsive operations

Gain actionable personnel 
and vessel insights

Gain the crucial data-based 
insights you need to  reduce fuel 
consumption and increase worker 

productivity and availability.

Save up to 10% OPEX by optimizing 
scheduling, re-planning, 

dispatching and deployment 
with real-time complex field 

service scenario visualizations.

Identify, report and resolve potential 
hazards, and implement, ensure safety 

guideline distribution,  and create 
certification compliance audit trails.

Generate actionable insights to reduce 
downtime and automate processes 

across the entire lifecycle and realize 
cost savings of up to $300K per day.  

Increase reporting turnaround 
and improve transfer manfiesting, 
with on-demand, data-rich DPR, 

timeline, KPI and other report and 
analytics generation in any format.

Vastly reduce manual input and costly 
human error by leveraging the power 

of automation to generate work orders, 
assign personnel and manage resources.
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Live weather & vessel data

Reduce downtime & increase safety 
& compliance with real-time weather,  
personnel, and vessel tracking.
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Ensure safe and efficient offshore operations with versatile  
marine management software 
Gain a complete, real-time overview of all your assets even with limited internet  
connectivity. Save time and increase productivity with automated DPRs, and  
optimize personnel management with GDPR-compliant personal availability, rotation  
& certificate detail handling.

Automated authorization 
work flows

APIs & 3rd party integrations

         Key solution features

All of Shoreline’s solutions 
integrate within your  
existing IT landscape.  

Visit www.shoreline.no

www.shoreline.no/solutions/execution/marine-coordination

Create, automate and certify efficient  
work and asset custody authorization 
adherence protocols.

Unite data, & eliminate countless 
interfaces, local storage & scattered 
files with secure integration 
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Data-rich, customizable 
dashboard reporting
Easily analyze, segment, and share  
large amounts of data with 
integrated dashboard functions. 
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Permit to work & RAMS Customizable personnel 
management

Create, approve, reject and configure  
permits to comply with 
pre-determined RAM and LOTO 
work timelines.

Walk personnel through risks &  
procedural protocols prior to site  
arrival and ensure certification  
compliance.
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 ✓ Personnel and logistic profiles

 ✓ Team management

 ✓ Location registration

 ✓ Skill & certification management

 ✓ Work permits

 ✓ Mobile in-field app

 ✓ Log out - tag out

 ✓ Historic & forecast weather data

 ✓ Transfer manifesting

 ✓ Short-mid term planning

 ✓ Wind farm layout

 ✓ Location tracking

 ✓ Emergency response limits

 ✓ Exclusion zone breaches

 ✓ Progress and status monitoring

 ✓ Site information panel
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